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Introduction 

Polymer composites have been generally utilized in current industry 
because of their fantastic protection execution, great consumption opposition, 
simple handling, brilliant compound steadiness, and sensible expense. As 
a thermosetting sap, epoxy tar is generally utilized in many fields due to its 
great mechanical properties, simple processability and bond with different 
materials. Be that as it may, in a few mind boggling and unforgiving working 
circumstances, like high stickiness conditions, constant activity, and rubbing 
conditions, the normal epoxy-based composites are not skilled. Hence, it is 
pressing to create multifunctional polymer composites that can adjust to 
complex working circumstances [1].

Description

Enlivened by lotus leaves, hydrophobic surfaces have attracted incredible 
interest the scholarly community and industry. The water contact point (WCA) 
of a hydrophobic surface is bigger than 90°, which likewise uncovers that the 
surface has magnificent water repellency and shows extraordinary potential 
for application in damp conditions [2]. It is by and large trusted that the mix 
of low-surface-energy materials and miniature nano structures assumes 
a vital part in the development of hydrophobic or even super hydrophobic 
surfaces. Fluorinated ethylene propylene saps (FEP), which has numerous 
fluorine iotas in the particles, can give low surface energy to the development 
of hydrophobic surfaces. Thusly, polymer composites of EP and FEP can be 
utilized to assemble hydrophobic surfaces, giving grip and low surface energy, 
separately, and their synergistic impact will advance the improvement in 
hydrophobic surface execution [3].

One of the most serious issues of hydrophobic materials in commonsense 
use is their poor mechanical properties and low wears opposition, which 
seriously restricts their modern application. Furthermore, the gear will create a 
great deal of intensity under long haul activity and erosion. In the event that the 
intensity isn't disseminated in time, a lot of intensity collection will truly diminish 
the dependability, administration life, and productivity of the gear.  Carbon felt 
(CF) is made of carbon fiber and has a three-layered network structure. CF has 
great electrical properties, high porosity, light weight, and high strength, which 
assumes a key part in further developing mechanical properties like grating 
execution of composites and is very much applied in aviation, top of the line 
gear, and intensity conduction fields. Besides, the warm conductivity (TC) of 
carbon fiber is exceptionally high, yet the TC of carbon fiber felt is extremely 
low attributable to the air staying in the permeable construction [4]. Hence, 
how to utilize the phenomenal warm conductivity of carbon strands, get ready 

hydrophobic surfaces with high wear obstruction and warm conductivity, and 
give essential materials to support in complex conditions is of extraordinary 
importance.

APDMS-changed carbon felt (A-CF) was ready and added to the EP 
and FEP blended sap to shape A-CF/EP/FEP composites. The A-CF/EP/
FEP composites have wear opposition, warm conductivity, and reasonable 
hydrophobicity simultaneously. For the material plan of the A-CF/EP/FEP 
composites, the high-satisfied FEP (20 30, 40, and 50 wt%) gives low surface 
energy, the EP has great grip, and the A-CF has great holding with EP and 
FEP. The WCA of the A-CF/EP/FEP composites with various FEP contents is 
more than 90°, and the greatest WCA is 109.9 ± 2.6° when the FEP content 
is 20 wt%. The high hydrophobicity results from the low surface energy of FEP 
and the microstructure of A-CF [5]. In tribological testing, the remaining trash 
and nanoparticles created by outside loads stick to the grinding connection 
point, which can recover the microstructure of the hydrophobic surface and 
accomplishes long haul hydrophobicity in the grating climate. 

Conclusion

Likewise, the TC of A-CF/EP/FEP composites depends on 0.38 W/ (m·K), 
which is 1.81 and 2.0 times contrasted and unadulterated EP and EP/FEP 
composites, individually. The principal reason is that a generally complete 
intensity conduction network is shaped after A-CF is added to the composite of 
EP and PVDF. On the whole, the A-CF system improves the wear opposition 
of A-CF/EP/FEP composites, gives a thick and customary organization for 
phonon transmission, and diminishes the warm obstruction between the filler 
(A-CF) and the tars (EP and FEP). The plan and readiness of A-CF/EP/FEP 
composites with wear opposition, hydrophobicity, and warm conductivity give a 
new and straightforward technique for growing superior execution composites.
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